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Early in the morning, the sunlight lazily spread on the window.

Su Nan was woken up by the phone.

Needless to say, no one else but Qin Yu would disturb people’s dreams at this
time.

Because it was Qin Yu, Su Nan had no temper at all.

When she picked up, it was really her.

“Su Nan, Mr. Du is also too powerful, the whole world is covered with my news,
hahaha, the whole country knows me!”

Su Nan’s voice is still hoarse, “Don’t be too happy too early, the attention of all
the people is not a good thing, turn around and everyone is staring at you!”

If not like to the extreme, then the netizens love to see her building collapsed
the moment.

The moment the body collapses, these people who threatened their blessings are
executioners, waiting to fall on the well!
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“I don’t care what others think, I just want that scumMo Xian to see this news
and get the hell out of here!”

Su Nan took a deep breath, her phone was on amplification, she got up slowly
and packed her things.

“This is too big a price for you, but you ruined his cooperation with the Fu Group,
and he’s not angry at all?”

After all, to be able to cooperate with the Fu Group, Mo Xian should be very
important to it.

Qin Yu snorted coldly.

“He dares? If I had falsely accused him at all, it would be me being mean, but
every word I said at that time was true, he could only blame himself for being
incompetent!”

When a woman is ruthless, don’t expect any more good fruit.

Su Nan sighed, said a few words to her, then hung up the phone, packed up and
ready to go to the company.

As soon as he went out, he looked at Shang Qian and Little Mike standing at the
door.

The two smiled faintly and greeted her, “Hi ……”



Su Nan was shocked, and then unconsciously laughed out loud.

“What are you guys doing here?”

Little Mike flung two small short legs and ran over, hugging Su Nan and not
letting go: “I want to send you to work.

“I want to send you to work, beautiful sister, I do not want to separate from you
for a moment, can I follow you today……”

Su Nan touched his shaggy curly hair, white and tender smiling face in front of his
eyes, soft and sweet as cotton candy.

“Not today, today my sister is very busy, there is no time to take care of you, let
dad take you, right?”

Little Mike lost his eyes, this is the first time his beautiful sister refused him!

It seems she is really busy!

He must grow up quickly and give her lots and lots of money so that she will
never have to be so busy again!

Thinking of this, he stretched out his clenched little fist.

“Okay, I’ve decided to go to the library today, I want to study hard!”



Su Nan and Shang Qian were amazed at his change.

What was in this child’s head?

Shang Qian twitched the corners of his mouth, “Let’s go, send pretty sister to
work first, then go to the library.”

He would not accompany, when he went downstairs, he sent a text message to
the bodyguard, and asked him and the maid to wait at the entrance of the library.

Arrived at Su’s group.

Su Nan got out of the car and waved goodbye to them dryly.

Little Mike lay on the glass and looked at Su Nan’s departing figure with
fondness.

He couldn’t help but sigh.

“If only my pretty sister could marry me!”

Shang Qian’s eyelids jumped and his eyes looked at him darkly.

“You’d better study hard!”



Little Mike beamed, “She doesn’t have a boyfriend, right? Daddy you have to
watch her for me, when I grow up I’ll marry her!”

Wow, too late!

Shang Qian expressionlessly looked down at his phone email and hmmed.

He will definitely watch well and then marry her himself.

……
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As soon as Su Nan entered the office, Yu Lou, as usual, came in with her coffee
and placed the documents on the table in front of her by hand.

“Mr. Su, everyone is here for today’s morning meeting, we can start!”

Su Nan looked at the time, it was just right.

She nodded and stood up.

“But Sun Hao Yang came early in the morning and has been waiting here for
almost an hour, should we pass the word first?”
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Yu Lou was surprised by Sun Hao Yang’s arrival, originally thought that last night
was the last time to see him at Su’s group.

This kind of black material entangled artists, Su’s group hundred years of
reputation will be implicated.

Su Nan: “No, let him wait.”

An opportunity if so simple to get your hands on, will not everyone be able to
miss the benefits of the Su Group?

Yu Lou nodded, and the two walked out one after the other and went directly to
the conference room.

The twenty-minute meeting lasted for an hour and a half.

The atmosphere in the meeting room was not very good, but Su Nan was calm
and collected, and when it was over, everyone was covered in sweat except Su
Nan.

Back in the office, Yu Lou re-made her a cup of coffee.

Su Nan paused, “Is he still there?”

“Yes.”

Yu Lou knew she was referring to Sun Hao Yang.



“Go make an appointment with Du Yan, I’ll come over later.”

Unlike the situation with Qin Yu last night, that was a matter of words.

But Sun Hao Yang, it seems to be some trouble.

Yu Lou nodded, then turned around and left.

But a moment later, passed over the time and place.

Du Yan certainly will not put up a fight in front of Su Nan, in the end, Su Qi is the
boss behind, he is a working man.

Su Nan took Sun Hao Yang to Hua Ying Entertainment, Sun Hao Yang has been
very calm, calm and cold follow Su Nan, the road did not ask a word.

When they arrived at the office, they pushed open the door.

The company’s office is not just about Du Yan, but also about Su Qi, who is a
ghost.

Su Nan frowned, “Why are you here?”

Su Qi smiled, “I’m at work ah……”



What a big joke!

Su Nan blanked him and looked at Du Yan, a polite and courteous smile hanging
on her face.

“Mr. Du, it’s been a long time.”

Du Yan smiled, “If you have any orders, just make a phone call, why do you need
to make a personal trip?”

Su Qi smiled carelessly from the side.

“Of course she has something that can’t be solved, Su Xiaowu’s stinky temper,
have to feel it early.”

If this were not in someone else’s office, Su Nan would have thrown her high
heels at him.

Su Nan held back and smiled as she waved towards Sun Hao Yang behind her.

“I don’t need to introduce who this is, right?”

Du Yan was worthy of being a big shot in the entertainment industry, and his
surface efforts were spot on.



“Mr. Sun has been a bit low profile recently, obviously his acting and singing level
are online, but unfortunately he has been delayed, but a golden child will always
shine, the strength school will definitely have its day to shine!”

Su Nan was about to laugh at these words.

Sun Hao Yang lowered his head, eyebrows slightly lowered, posture with careless
indifference.

Su Qi instead took a look at Sun Hao Yang, and then sized up his own sister.

Suddenly reveals a speechless expression.

“Split up with the general merchant? Looked at this again? How do you speed so
fast ah ……”

A time.

The atmosphere in the office sank down.

Du Yan did not even dare to laugh.

Su Qi dared to tease her, others did not dare.

Su Nan gave him a cold-eyed look, “Do you want to die?”



Su Qi’s smile instantly put away, pursed his lips, “Do not tell Dad, what
difficulties with brother!”

Oh……

Lazy to take care of him.
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Su Nan sat on the opposite sofa and gestured for Sun Hao Yang to sit down as
well.

“Sun Hao Yang is the spokesperson of Su Group’s new product.”

With a single word, everyone stiffened their movements.

Su Qi stood up abruptly, his face ugly, “What?”

This reaction, it’s outrageous!

Sun Hao Yang didn’t act or feel guilty for his reaction.

After all, such an artist is inviting blackness everywhere he goes.
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Du Yan was still kind of calm, after the shock he looked at Sun Hao Yang, his eyes
flashed in a complicated way, not knowing what he was thinking.

Su Nan sighed.

“This is an accident, but I want to see if there can be another way other than to
cancel the contract?”

Su Qi and Du Yan both had an impossible attitude.

Su Nan: “For example, ……whitewashing?”

Su Qi snorted coldly and rolled a big white eye.

Du Yan also did not want to say anything more.

No wonder Su Nan could personally come to the door.

What a tricky dilemma!

“Anyway, I brought the person, you guys find a way to cleanse his past before the
endorsement is announced!”

Su Nan spread her hands.



Su Qi gave her a speechless look, quietly came up and advised her in a voice that
two people could hear.

“Change it, recently many small fresh meat in the circle, is the type you like
oh……”

Su Nan glared at him, “can change I also came over why? Solve the problem is the
big thing, you a dang movie star, will not even have this ability, right?”

Su Qi lamented, he really did not want to get into this kind of trouble.

After a silent stalemate.

Du Yan coughed.

“Let’s put it this way, let’s first listen to what Mr. Sun has to say, in fact, most of
the news on the Internet is blackmail, we always have to know the truth before
we can decide how to respond, right?”

When he said that, Su Nan looked at him appreciatively and nodded.

Du Yan, really is a professional.

Su Qi is an embroidered pillow who only eats and doesn’t work!

Everyone put their eyes on Sun Hao Yang’s body.



Sun Hao Yang slightly lowered his eyes, his face was calm, and his sharp features
naturally carried a hint of indifference.

But soon, he calmed down.

“From the time I was photographed by reporters beating people up, people have
been spreading black information about me one after another.”

He paused: “Because what I hit, was my ex-wife.”

Su Qi lazily leaned back on the sofa, waiting to hear the gossip.

Du Yan was instead gazing at him with a solemn look, while observing whether
what he said was true or not.

“In fact, there is a reason, only this reason I really did not want to mention at first,
now mention, as if deliberately in order to whitewash the false accusation of
others.”

“Tell me about it.” Du Yan urged.

“At that time, I was busy in filming, she was hanging out with a director in our
house, and my mom found out.”

His expression crossed a hint of embarrassment.

“My mom called me, and when I rushed back in a frenzy, I saw my ex-wife and that
director pushing my mom down the stairs.



I was so angry, I had no sense at all, right under our neighborhood, I went after
her, to beat up that director, my ex-wife stopped me, and when I got angry, I
threw her a slap-”

The office was quiet silent cold.

Sun Hao Yang’s face gradually cold.

No wonder his career sunset is not willing to open his mouth to explain
clarification.

Who would not go around proclaiming that he was wearing a cuckold when he
met this?

Sun Hao Yang’s hands were tightly crossed together, the veins between his
eyebrows jumped, the lines were cold and hard.

I can see that he is still very nervous.
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Du Yan shook his head and looked at him with some sympathy.

“You were at the rise of your career, how many reporters waiting to shoot you, I
did not expect you to hit someone just happened to be photographed.
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The next natural needless to say, as long as tainted with domestic violence this
point, all the black material hate to rest on a person, regardless of his true or
false, there is heat on the line.”

Sun Hao Yang lowered his head and gave a bitter laugh.

“It’s a good thing my agent didn’t leave me behind, otherwise I would have had a
problem even eating my food.”

Although his agent is worldly and shrewd, but begging his grandfather and
grandmother to arrange for him to walk and activities, he felt that he should still
hang around.

Su Qi pursed his lips and didn’t say anything.

Su Nan is a bit sympathetic to this Sun Hao Yang.

The fact of domestic violence behind the scenes, it is so tragic?

“Then your mother, is everything okay?”

Sun Hao Yang hooked his lips, “Yes, I sent her to the countryside, she doesn’t
even know my situation today.”

Su Nan took a deep breath and looked at Du Yan.



“How about it, is there a way?”

Du Yan was silent and did not make a sound for a while.

It’s too difficult.

It’s hard and expensive to whitewash a Hu curry that is too black in everyone’s
mind.

But who let this difficulty is brought by Su Nan?

Simply did not give him the opportunity to refuse ah!

“There are ways, it takes time.”

“How long?”

“At least half a year.”

Su Nan was silent and hesitant.

Originally the official endorsement was scheduled for three months later.

Half a year, that’s too long!



Su Qi lightly laughed, “half a year is considered short, a little to redeem the
audience edge and does not seem too deliberate, so as not to be perceived as
purposeful and utilitarian.

This is called whitewashing.

Otherwise you think the truth will be believed?

Things have been so long, who knows if it is to want to red make up a false
accusation of his ex-wife?”

Su Qi said bluntly, Sun Hao Yang tensed the corners of his lips, did not make a
sound.

What he said was not wrong at all.

Don’t think that netizens are easy to fool.

Su Nan hesitated, “Then where should I start?”

Du Yan paused.

“In fact, the specific will have a professional public relations to develop several
sets of programs, choose the optimal set of implementation.



But the general public opinion can not run, online public opinion control is good,
want to whitewash is only a matter of time.”

Su Qi nodded and raised his eyebrows.

“Remember you were filming debut before, when several cooperation directors
have a good impression of you, go back to find them to see what plays, first use
acting skills in front of the audience to brush a good feeling it ……”

Su Qi looked at Du Yan, “You arrange?”

Du Yan nodded, of course.

Sun Hao Yang jerked his head up and looked at Su Qi in shock.

Su Qi means that he is willing to help him now, willing to let him shoot.

He was really going to start all over again!

He suddenly stood up, a little emotional.

“Thank you ……”

Thank you Su’s group for not throwing him away as a piece of trash.



Thank them for still being willing to give him a chance!

Su Qi smiled, “No need to thank, who let Su’s group is my family’s ……”

How could he let his own family suffer?

Du Yan twitched the corners of his mouth, what a grand speech!

Su Nan smiled with satisfaction and breathed a sigh of relief.

“Then I’ll leave him to you guys, the company there I’ll try to drag it out, and let
him contact you directly in the future.”

After saying that, she picked up her bag.

“Let’s go, I’ll treat you to dinner first.”

She looked at Sun Hao Yang.

Du Yan and Su Qi: “……”

What about them?

Don’t need to eat?
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